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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of this systematic review was to investigate whether aerobic training (AT) or resistance training (RT) is most effective in

terms of improving lower limb physical function and perceived fatigue in persons with multiple sclerosis (PwMS).

Data Sources: Nine databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health, Allied and Complementary Medicine

Database, Physiotherapy Evidence Database, SPORTDiscus, PsycINFO, Web of Science, and Scopus) were electronically searched in April 2020.

Study Selection: Included studies were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) involving PwMS attending 1 of 2 exercise interventions: AT or RT.

Studies had to include at least 1 objective or self-reported outcome of lower extremity physical function and/or perceived fatigue.

Data Extraction: Data were extracted using a customized spreadsheet, which included detailed information on patient characteristics, interven-

tions, and outcomes. The methodological quality of the included studies was independently assessed by 2 reviewers using the Tool for Assessment

of Study Quality for Reporting on Exercise rating scale.

Data Synthesis: Twenty-seven articles reporting data from 22 RCTS (AT=14, RT=8) including 966 PwMS. The 2 modalities were found to be

equally effective in terms of improving short walk test (AT: effect size [ES]=0.33 [95% confidence interval (CI), �1.49 to 2.06]; RT: ES=0.27

[95% CI, 0.07-0.47]) and long walk test performance (AT: ES=0.37 [95% CI, �0.04 to 0.78]; RT: ES=0.36 [95% CI, �0.35 to 1.08]), as well as

in reducing perceived fatigue (AT: ES=�0.61 [95% CI, �1.10 to �0.11]; RT: ES=�0.41 [95% CI, �0.80 to�0.02]). Findings on other functional

mobility tests along with self-reported walking performance were sparse and inconclusive.

Conclusions: AT and RT appear equally highly effective in terms of improving lower extremity physical function and perceived fatigue in PwMS.

Clinicians can thus use either modality to target impairments in these outcomes. In a future perspective, head-to-head exercise modality studies are

warranted. Future MS exercise studies are further encouraged to adapt a consensus “core battery” of physical function tests to facilitate a detailed

comparison of results across modalities.
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Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic, autoimmune, and inflamma-

tory disease of the central nervous system, exemplified through

demyelination and axonal loss.1 As a consequence, multiple symp-

toms can appear,1-3 with fatigue and walking limitations reported to
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be among the most debilitating.4-7 Moreover, an estimated 50% of

persons with multiple sclerosis (PwMS) will require a walking aid

within 15-25 years after disease onset.8,9 Because physical function

is associated with lowered quality of life at the individual level

along with a greater economic burden at a health service and socie-

tal level,10,11 it is crucial to diminish progression of disability.12
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Exercise modalities in multiple sclerosis 2033
Although pharmacologic treatments appear to have limited

beneficial effect on fatigue and walking limitations,13 exercise has

proven to be a potent nonpharmacologic treatment option, being

both safe and eliciting numerous beneficial effects in PwMS.14,15

Specifically, exercise is an effective way of reducing fatigue16,17

and improving walking performance,18,19 with the latter often con-

sidered to be clinically meaningful.20,21

Exercise constitutes a number of different modalities known to

elicit different physiological adaptations (such as neuromuscular func-

tion or cardiovascular function) that in most cases are paralleled by

(and perhaps even translated into) improved physical function.22 A

recent review investigating randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of

exercise interventions in PwMS reported that the 2 most applied exer-

cise modalities were aerobic training (AT) and resistance training

(RT).23 Several studies have reported positive effects of both AT24-26

and RT27,28 on parameters directly related to lower extremity physical

function (eg, walking performance, chair rise, stair negotiation) as

well as on parameters indirectly related to lower extremity physical

function, such as perceived fatigue. However, based on the existing

literature it currently remains unknown which of these 2 common

exercise modalities is the most effective in terms of improving physi-

cal function and perceived fatigue in PwMS. Despite the somewhat

impossible task of matching AT and RT on traditional exercise

parameters such as duration, frequency, and intensity, understanding

the specific effectiveness of the 2 different exercise modalities is an

important factor for consideration in optimizing exercise prescription

in PwMS.

Therefore, the objectives of this systematic review were to

investigate which of the 2 exercise modalities (AT or RT) is the

most effective in terms of improving lower extremity physical

function and reducing perceived fatigue in PwMS.
Methods

The present systematic review follows the Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines on

systematic reviews of RCTs.29 Search strategy, study selection,

eligibility criteria, methodology assessment, data extraction, and

analysis were performed in accordance with a protocol preregis-

tered in PROSPERO (CRD42020189855).

Definitions

In this review the following definitions were applied:

Exercise: A form of physical activity that is planned, struc-

tured, and repetitive and is undertaken with the objective of
List of abbreviations:

AT aerobic training

CI confidence interval

EDSS Expanded Disability Status Scale

ES effect size

MS multiple sclerosis

MSWS-12 12-item Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale

PwMS persons with multiple sclerosis

RCT randomized controlled trial

RM repetition maximum

RT resistance training

6MWT 6-minute walk test
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improving or maintaining at least 1 aspect of physical fitness,

comprising strength, flexibility, or aerobic endurance.30

Physical activity: Any bodily movement produced
by skeletal muscles that requires energy
expenditure above resting levels.30

Physical function: The ability of an individual to perform physical

activities of daily living. For the purposes of this systematic

review, this particularly relates to lower extremity tasks (eg, sim-

ple/complex/endurance walking, chair rise, stair negotiation).31

Perceived fatigue: Subjective sensations of
weariness, increasing sense of effort, mismatch
between effort expended, and actual performance
or exhaustion.32

Resistance training: Performed with external resistance of varying

degrees relative to maximal strength provided by either free

weights, machines, body weight, or some other implements (eg,

resistance bands), either with single or multiple sets of repetitions,

which may or may not be performed to momentary failure (but are

often performed to a relatively high effort).33

Aerobic training: Performed using locomotor or ergometer

tasks (eg, walking, jogging, running, cycling, rowing, etc) in a

continuous or intermittent fashion with respect to duration at sub-

maximal intensities of effort, commonly determined relative to

maximal heart rate, heart rate reserve, or maximum oxygen con-

sumption or sometimes using ratings of perceived effort scales.33

Exercise intensity: For AT, exercise ≤63% of heart rate maxi-

mum was defined as low intensity, 64%-76% of heart rate maxi-

mum as moderate intensity, and ≥77 % of heart rate maximum as

high intensity.34 For RT, exercise ≥16 repetition maximum (RM)

was defined as low intensity (≤64% of 1 RM), 9-15 RM as moder-

ate intensity (65%-79% of 1 RM), and ≤8 RM as high intensity

(≥80% of 1 RM).35,36
Searches

An original search was carried out as part of another review by the

same authors in 2018, having the aim to summarize reported

adherence and dropout data from RCT studies of exercise inter-

ventions in PwMS.23

This search was updated in April 2020. Furthermore, in March

2020, the World Health Organization’s International Clinical Tri-

als Registry Platform, http://apps.who.int/trialsearch/, which com-

prises the 16 primary registries of the World Health Organization

registry network and ClinicalTrials.gov, was searched for relevant

ongoing trials investigating a head-to-head comparison of AT and

RT in PwMS.

Data sources and search strategy

In brief, the search strategy was based on the key terms “multiple

sclerosis” OR MS AND exercise OR “physical activity.” For full

search strategy please see Dennett et al.23 The original search was

carried out in October 2018 and updated in April 2020.

Two reviewers (L.M., R.D.) conducted the original search in

the electronic databases MEDLINE, EMBASE, Cumulative Index

to Nursing and Allied Health, Allied and Complementary Medi-

cine Database, Physiotherapy Evidence Database, SPORTDiscus,
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2034 L. Taul-Madsen et al
PsycINFO, Web of Science, and Scopus and was limited to scien-

tific research articles published between January 1993 and October

2018. The same databases were searched from September 2018 to

March 2020 by 2 reviewers (L.M., L.C.) in April 2020. All

searches were supplemented by hand searches of reference lists.
Study selection

The following population, intervention, comparison, and out-

comes question guided the search and inclusion strategy, “Which

exercise modality, AT or RT, is most effective in improving physi-

cal function (specifically lower extremity tasks such as simple/

complex/endurance walking, chair rise, stair negotiation) and per-

ceived fatigue in PwMS?”
Eligibility criteria

RCT studies involving adults aged >18 years with a definite diagno-

sis of MS, regardless of sex, disease duration, MS phenotype, or level

of disability were considered eligible for inclusion. Although all iden-

tified studies could be included regardless of location, group/individ-

ual structure, level of supervision, intervention duration, session

duration, intensity, progression, and frequency, the content had to be

either AT or RT, with or without a follow-up period.

Control interventions had to include nontraining controls only

or active control conditions having no expected effects on the car-

diovascular system or the musculoskeletal system, for example,

stretching was accepted.

Studies had to include at least 1 objective or self-reported mea-

sure of lower extremity physical function (such as simple/com-

plex/endurance walking, chair rise, stair negotiation) and/or

perceived fatigue. If reported, measures of cardiovascular function

(ie, maximal oxygen uptake) and neuromuscular function (ie,

maximal muscle strength or muscle power) were also extracted

because these outcomes could (1) help verify the effectiveness of

interventions and (2) are likely mediators of adaptations in lower

extremity physical function.
Data management and selection process

The original search resulted in 93 articles included in the previous

review, all of which were considered for inclusion in the present

review (fig 1).

Results from the updated search were exported to EndNote,a

where duplicates were removed. The remaining articles were

imported into Rayyanb data management system (rayyan.qcri.org)

where titles and abstracts were independently screened for eligibil-

ity by 2 reviewers (L.C., L.T.M.). If articles were included at this

stage, a full-text reading by the same 2 reviewers was performed,

and any discrepancies were discussed with a third party (L.G.H.).

Reasons for excluding full-text RCTs were recorded.
Data extraction

Data were extracted using the same spreadsheet as the previous

review,23 which included detailed information on participant char-

acteristics (age, sex, disease duration, MS phenotype, disability

level, fatigue as a symptom); modality of the intervention (setting,

group/individual structure, level of supervision, intervention dura-

tion, session duration, intensity, frequency); content of the inter-

vention (aerobic or resistance); report of adverse events,
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Aarhus University
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percentage dropout, and adherence during the intervention period

and at any follow-up.

Furthermore, an additional customized spreadsheet was made

to extract information on all outcomes of lower extremity physical

function, perceived fatigue, and measures of cardiovascular and

neuromuscular function. Data extraction was completed by 2

reviewers (L.C., L.T.M.).
Quality assessment

The methodological quality of the included studies was indepen-

dently assessed by 2 reviewers (L.T.M., L.C.) using the Tool for

Assessment of Study Quality for Reporting on Exercise rating

scale.37 Any discrepancies were discussed and resolved between

the 2 reviewers.
Synthesis of results

In addition to the qualitative analysis (summary of identified stud-

ies and their data), we also performed quantitative analysis by cal-

culating sample-size weighted averages across selected studies. A

minimum of 2 studies was required to conduct a meta-analysis.

Random-effects meta-analyses comprising data on physiological

adaptations, short walking tests, long walking tests, and percep-

tions of fatigue were conducted by using Meta-Essentials version

1.5 designed for Excel.38,c Intervention effect sizes (ESs)

(between-group differences) for different outcomes at posttreat-

ment, were calculated using Hedges’ g statistic, along with 95%

confidence intervals (CIs) around the estimated ES. Also, if data

were available and adequate, we performed a weighted regression

of all study ESs as a function of intervention duration and fre-

quency (weeks and number of sessions) as well as intervention

intensity because these factors were hypothesized to affect the out-

comes.39 Of note, this approach was done to establish specific

within-modality information only. ESs were interpreted as fol-

lows: small=0.14, moderate=0.31, and large=0.61 based on empir-

ical data from 99 meta-analyses examining the effects of

rehabilitation/exercise.40 Statistical heterogeneity was quantified

using Higgins’ I2 statistic and was interpreted as follows: hetero-

geneity: >50%, no or limited heterogeneity: <50%.41

If studies reported on more than 1 outcome in each domain (eg,

physiological adaptations such as knee extensor and knee flexor

muscle strength as well as perceptions of fatigue using different

questionnaires), an average was calculated and used for the meta-

analyses.
Results
Study characteristics

As depicted in figure 1, the search yielded 2117 hits. After

removal of duplicates, 1538 articles remained for the screening

process, with 12 of these assessed for full-text reading. Five

articles were included, which with the addition of 22 articles from

the previous review resulted in a total of 27 articles being included

in the qualitative and quantitative synthesis.

The 27 articles reported 22 RCTs (AT [n=14], RT [n=8]) that

involved a total of 966 PwMS. As seen in table 1, Expanded Dis-

ability Status Scale (EDSS) ranged from 1.5-7, and disease dura-

tion ranged from 2.7-18.6 years. The duration of AT interventions
www.archives-pmr.org
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Fig 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram on the search result and study selection process.

Exercise modalities in multiple sclerosis 2035
ranged from 3-26 weeks (involving 9-48 sessions), with the inten-

sity being deemed moderate (n=5),42-46 high (n=4),26,47-49 or

unknown (no information, n=5).25,50-53 The duration of RT inter-

ventions ranged from 8-24 weeks (involving 15-48 sessions), with

the intensity being deemed moderate (n=1),54 high (n=4),27,28,55,56

or unknown (no information, n=3).57-59 Because of the missing

information and the use of divergent scales of exercise intensity

for both AT (eg, percentage of heart rate maximum, rating of per-

ceived exertion, percentage of maximum oxygen consumption,

percentage of peak power) and RT (percentage of 1 RM, percent-

age of body weight, absolute weights), we were unable to perform

weighted (moderator) analysis using this parameter. Two25,59 of

the 22 identified RCTs reported a primary outcome that was not

based on a sample size calculation. Ten articles26,28,43,47-

49,51,53,54,56 of the 22 identified RCTs reported a primary outcome
www.archives-pmr.org
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based on a sample size calculation, with 5 of these having a pri-

mary outcome aligned with the purpose of the present systematic

review.

The median Tool for Assessment of Study Quality for Report-

ing on Exercise score of the included studies was 9 of 15. Detailed

information on the scores can be found in table 2.
Physiological adaptations

Seven of the 14 AT studies26,44-46,48,49,51 reported a between-

group change in aerobic capacity, with 4 of these44,45,49,51 report-

ing a statistically significant improvement (table 3). The meta-

analysis showed an overall large effect on aerobic capacity

(ES=0.88 [95% CI, 0.25-1.50], P=.001, I2=78%) (fig 2). Aerobic

capacity ES was not positively associated with AT intervention
ity from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on July 18, 2022. 
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Table 1 Characteristics of included studies

Study

Active/Passive

Control

Recruited

(n)

Analyzed

(n)

Sex

(% Female)

Age (y)

(Mean)

MS Type

(% RRMS)

EDSS

(0-10)

Disease

Duration (y)

(Mean)

Individual/

Group

Superv d/

Unsupe ised

Frequency

(d/wk)

and

Duration (wk) Intensity

Length of

Training

Session (min)

Aerobic training

Ahmadi et al42,61 and

Arastoo et al62
Wait list control Int: 11

Con:10

NR

NR

100 100 32.2 36.7 NR

NR

2.0

2.3

4.7

5.0

NR

NA

Superv d

NA

3d/wk £ 8wk

NR

40%-75% of

HRmax
NA

30

NA

Sadeghi Bahmani

et al50
Active control

(attention control)

Int: 31

Con:31

26

21

100

100

38.0

37.9

NR 2.5

2.0

6.9

7.2

Group Group Superv d

Superv d

3d/wk £ 8wk

3d/wk £ 8wk

NR

NA

30-45

30-45

Baquet et al48 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 34

Con:34

34

34

62

74

38.2

39.6

100

100

1.7

1.8

6.8

5.7

Group

NA

Superv d

NA

2.5d/wk £ 12wk

NA RPE of 8

NR

27-69

NA

Dettmers et al25 Active control

(stretching and

relaxation)

Int: 15

Con:15

15

15

67 73 45.8

39.7

77 2.6

2.8

10.7

10.5

Group

Group

Superv d

Superv d

3d/wk £ 3wk

3d/wk £ 3wk

NR

NR

45

45

Feys et al51 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 21

Con: 21

18

17

95

86

36.6

44.4

NR NR 8.1

9.2

Indiv

N/A

Unsupe ised

NA

3d/wk £ 12wk

NA

NR

NA

NR

NA

Heine et al26 Active control

(consultation with

MS nurse)

Int: 43

Con: 46

33

30

74 72 48.8

48.4

79

74

2.5

3.0

7.0

12.0

Group NR Unsupe ised

NR

3d/wk £ 16wk

NR

3min 40%, 1 min

60% and 1 min

at 80% of PPO

NA

30

NR

Hebert et al43 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 13

Con: 13

13

12

85

85

42.6

50.2

85

92

NR

NR

5.1

9.1

NR NA Superv d

NA

2d/wk £ 6wk

NA

65%-75% of

HRmax
NA

60

NA

Mokhtarzade et al44 Passive control Int: 25

Con: 20

22

18

100

100

32.0

31.3

100

100

1.84

1.57

2.69

3.47

NR

NA

NR

NA

3d/wk £ 8wk

NA

60%-75% of

Wmax

NA

42-66

NA

Langeskov-

Christensen et al49
Wait list control

(habitual activity)

Int: 43

Con:43

43

43

60

60

44.0

45.6

95

79

2.7

2.8

10.9

8.6

Group

NA

Superv d

NA

2d/wk £ 24wk

NA

65%-95% of

HRmax
NA

30-60

NA

Mostert and

Kesselring52
Active control

(usual activity)

Int: 18

Con:18

13

13

77

85

45.2

43.9

30.8

38.5

4.6

4.5

11.2

11.6

NR NA Superv d

NA

5d/wk £ 4wk

NA

NR

NA

30

NA

Oken et al53 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 21

Con: 22

15

20

87

100

48.8

48.4

NR 2.9

3.1

NR Indiv

NA

Superv d

NA

1d/wk £ 26wk

NA

NR

NA

NR

NA

Petajan et al45 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 21

Con: 25

21

25

71

64

41.1

39.0

NR 3.8

2.9

9.3

6.2

NR N/A Superv d

NA

3d/wk £ 15wk

NA

60% of V̇O2max
NA

50

NA

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Study

Active/Passive

Control

Recruited

(n)

Analyzed

(n)

Sex

(% Female)

Age (y)

(Mean)

MS Type

(% RRMS)

EDSS

(0-10)

Disease

Duration (y)

(Mean)

Individual/

Group

Super sed/

Unsu rvised

Frequency

(d/wk)

and

Duration (wk) Intensity

Length of

Training

Session (min)

Schulz et al46 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int::15

Con:13

15

13

73

62

39.0

42.0

NR

NR

2.0

2.5

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

NR

2d/wk £ 8wk

NA 75% of Wmax

NR

30

NA

Toll�ar et al47 Wait list control

(usual activity)

Int: 14

Con:12

14

12

93

92

48.1

44.4

50

66

5-6

5-6

13.2

14.0

Group NA Super sed

Supe sed

5d/wk £ 5wk

NA

80% of age-

predicted

HRmax
NA

60

NA

Progressive

resistance

training

Callesen et al56 Passive control

(usual activity)

Int: 23

Con: 20

17

18

70 80 52.0

56.0

70

65

4.0

3.5

15.0

11.0

Group NA Super sed

NA

2d/wk £ 10wk

NA

10 sets at 15 RM

− 8 sets at 8

RM

NA

NR

NA

Dalgas et al28,60,63 Passive control (wait

list usual activity)

Int: 19

Con: 19

15

16

66

62

47.7

50.4

100 3.7

3.9

6.6

8.1

Group

NA

Super sed

NA

2d/wk £ 12wk

NA

3-4 sets of 8-12

repetitions at

8-15 RM

NA

NR

NA

DeBolt and

McCubbin59
Passive control

(usual activity)

Int: 19

Con: 18

19

17

79

78

51.6

47.8

47

44

4.0

3.5

15.1

13.0

Indiv

NA

Unsu rvised

NA

3d/wk £ 8wk

NA

2-3 sets of 8-12

repetitions

wearing a

weighted vest

(0.5% of BW)

increasing by

0.5%-1.5% of

BW every 2 wk

35-50

NA

Dodd et al54 Passive control

(usual activity

+social

program)

Int: 39

Con: 37

36

35

72

74

47.7

50.4

100 NR NR Group

Group

Super sed

Supe sed

2d/wk £ 10wk

1d/wk £ 10wk

2 sets of 10-12

repetitions at

10-12 RM

NA

45

60

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (Continued)

Study

Active/Passive

Control

Recruited

(n)

Analyzed

(n)

Sex

(% Female)

Age (y)

(Mean)

MS Type

(% RRMS)

EDSS

(0-10)

Disease

Duration (y)

(Mean)

Individual/

Group

Superv d/

Unsupe ised

Frequency

(d/wk)

and

Duration (wk) Intensity

Length of

Training

Session (min)

Harvey et al58 Passive control

(usual activity)

Int: 7

Con: 5

6

5

83

80

38.0

43.0

100 NR 5

10

Indiv

NA

Unsupe ised

NA

2d/ wk £ 8wk

N/A

5 sets of 10 leg

extensions

using 0.5- or

1-kg ankle

weights

NA

NR

NA

Hosseini et al57

Passive control

(usual activity)

Int: 9

Con: 8

8

8

55

50

32.9

33.0

NR NR NR Indiv

N/A

Unsupe ised

NA

3d/wk £ 8wk

N/A

1% of BW

fastened to

body

increasing by

0.5%-1% every

2 wk

NA

35-50

NA

Kjølhede et al27 and

Jørgensen et al64
Passive control (wait

list usual activity)

Int: 18

Con: 17

17

15

NR 43.2 100 3 5 NR NA Superv d

NA

2d/wk £ 24wk

NA

3-5 sets of 6-10

repetitions at

6-15 RM

NA

NR

NA

Moradi et al55 Passive control

(usual activity)

Int: 10

Con: 10

8

10

0

0

34.4

33.1

62

60

3.0

3.0

8.1

6.5

NR

NA

Superv d

NA

3d/wk £ 8wk

NA

1 set of 6-15

repetitions at

50-80% of 1 RM

NA

30

NA

Abbreviations: BW, body weight; Con, control; HRmax, heart rate maximum; Indiv, individual; Int, intervention; NA, not applicable; NR, not reported; O, peak power output achieved during incremental exer-

cise test to exhaustion; RPE, rating of perceived exertion; RM, repetition maximum; RRMS, relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; V̇O2max, maximum ox en consumption; Wmax, Watts maximum.
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Table 2 TESTEX scores

Study

Eligibility

Criteria Randomization

Allocation

Concealed

Baseline

Data

Blinded

Assessor

Primary

OM

OM in

>85%
Patients

AE

Reported

Exercise

Attendance

Intention-

to-Treat

Between

Group

Stats

Primary

OM

B tween

G up

S ts

S ondary

O

Outcomes

Point

Estimates

Control

Physical

Activity

Exercise

Load

Titrated

Exercise

Volume

Can be

Calculated Total

Ahmadi et al42 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 8

Ahmadi et al61 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 6

Arastoo et al62 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 8

Sadeghi Bahmani et al50 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 6

Baquet et al48 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 13

Callesen et al56 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 12

Dalgas et al28 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 11

Dalgas et al63 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 9

Dalgas et al60 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 10

DeBolt and McCubbin59 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 9

Dettmers et al25 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6

Dodd et al54 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 13

Feys et al51 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 9

Harvey et al58 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 7

Hebert et al43 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 11

Heine et al26 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

Hosseini et al57 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 5

Jørgensen et al64 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 7

Kjølhede et al27 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 11

Langeskov-Christensen

et al49
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 13

Mokhtarzade et al44 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 7

Moradi et al55 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 11

Mostert and Kesselring52 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Oken et al53 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 8

Petajan et al45 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 8

Schulz et al46 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 7

Toll�ar et al47 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 11

Abbreviations: AE, adverse event; OM, outcome measure; TESTEX, Tool for Assessment of Study Quality for Reporting on Exercise.
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Table 3 Effect sizes of all outcomes

Study Strength/V̇O2peak Short Walk Long Walk Other Walking Functional M ility (Other) Perceived Fatigue

(Positive

ES = Improvement)

(Positive

ES = Improvement)

(Positive

ES = Improvement)
(Negative

ES = Improvement)

(Neg tive

ES = Imp vement)

(Negative

ES = Improvement)

Strength V̇O2peak T25FW T10MW T50MW 2minW 6minW Distance MSWS-12 TUG SSST STS Stair climb FSS MFIS CIS20r FSMC

Aerobic training

Ahmadi et al42 1.29* 1.40* �2.73*

Dettmers et al25 0.47*

Sadeghi Bahmani

et al50
�0.37

Baquet et al48 0.32 0.00 �0.14 0.09

Feys et al51 1.06* 0.00 0.33 �0.29* 0.38* 0.0

Heine et al26 0.30 �0.29 �0.29 -0.52*

Hebert et al43 0.10 �0.45*

Langeskov-

Christensen et al49
0.49* 0.36

Mokhtarzade et al44 1.40* �0.71*

Mostert and

Kesselring52
�0.31

Oken et al53 �0.94

Petajan et al45 2.18*

Schulz et al46 0.69 �0.63

Toll�ar et al47 0.73*

Resistance training

Callesen et al56 0.73* 0.20 1.07 0.47 �0.18 �0.60*

Dalgas et al28,60,63 0.42* 0.34 �0.06 0.83 �0.52 �0.26*

DeBolt and

McCubbin59
�0.35

Dodd et al54 0.35* 0.27 �0.37*

Hosseini et al57 0.29 0.49

Harvey et al58,y 0.07 n.c. n.c.

Kjølhede et al27 and

Jørgensen et al64
2.03* 0.08* 0.27* �0.35* 2.27* �1.84*

Moradi et al55 2.59* 0.42 �0.87*

Abbreviations: CIS20r, Checklist Individual Strength; 5-STS, 5 times sit-to-stand; FSMC, Fatigue Scale for Motor and Cognitive Functions; FSS, Fatigue everity Scale; MFIS, Modified Fatigue Impact Scale; n.c.,

non computable; 6minW, 6-minute walk; SSST, 6-spot step test; T50MW, timed 50-m walk; T10MW, timed 10-m walk; T25FW, timed 25-ft walk; 2minW, minute walk; TUG, timed Up and Go; V̇O2peak, peak oxygen

consumption.
* Article has reported a statistically significant between-group change.
y ES was noncomputable because no SD was reported.
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Fig 2 Meta-analysis of the effect of aerobic training and resistance training on physiological adaptations. SMD, standardized mean difference;

V̇O2max, maximum oxygen consumption. aStrength measured in knee extensor. bStrength measured in knee extensor and flexor (average).
cStrength measured in leg press.

Exercise modalities in multiple sclerosis 2041
duration (weeks: slope=�0.03, r2=0.06, P=.563; number of ses-

sions: slope=0.00, r2=0.00, P=.97.

Regarding RT studies, 7 of 9 studies27,28,54-58 reported a

between-group change in 1 or more strength measurements, with

5 of these changes being reported as statistically significant. The

meta-analysis showed an overall large effect of RT on muscle

strength (ES=0.86 [95% CI, 0.02-1.70], P=.013, I2=75%) (see

fig 2). Strength ES appeared to be positively associated with RT

intervention duration (weeks: slope=0.08, r2=0.25, P=.104; num-

ber of sessions: slope=0.06, r2=0.44, P=.019).
Performance on short walking tests

Three of the 14 AT studies42,48,51 reported a between-group change

in short walking tests, with 1 of these changes42 reported as statisti-

cally significant (see table 3). An overall moderate effect was

observed in the meta-analysis (ES=0.33 [95% CI, �1.49 to 2.06],
Fig 3 Meta-analysis of the effect of aerobic training and resistance traini

difference.

www.archives-pmr.org
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P=.20, I2=69%) (fig 3). Short walk ES was not positively associated

with AT intervention duration (weeks: slope=�0.32, r2=1.00,

P=.011; number of sessions: slope=�0.10, r2=0.68, P=.15).

Six RT studies27,28,55-58 reported a between-group change in any

short walking test, with 1 of these reporting a significant change

(see table 3). The meta-analysis showed a moderate effect of RT on

short walking performance (ES=0.27 [95% CI, 0.07-0.47], P=.006,

I2=0%) (see fig 3). Short walk ES was not positively associated

with RT intervention duration (weeks: slope=�0.02, r2=0.64,

P=.51; number of sessions: slope=�0.01, r2=0.42, P=.59).
Performance on long walking tests

Of the long walking tests, the 6-minute walk test (6MWT) was the

most used in AT studies. Five43,47-49,51 of the 7 studies25,42,43,47-

49,51 investigating performance on a long walking test used this

test. The meta-analysis showed an overall moderate effect of AT
ng on the performance of a short walking test. SMD, standardized mean

ity from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on July 18, 2022. 
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Fig 4 Meta-analysis of the effect of aerobic training and resistance training on the performance of a long walking test. SMD, standardized mean

difference. a6MWT. b2-minute walk test. cMaximum walking distance.

2042 L. Taul-Madsen et al
on the performance during long walking tests (ES=0.37 [95% CI,

�0.04 to 0.78], P=.026, I2=43%) (fig 4). Long walk ES was not

positively associated with AT intervention duration (weeks:

slope=0.01, r2=0.03, P=.70; number of sessions: slope=0.01,

r2=0.14, P=.36).

Four RT studies27,28,54,56 reported a between-group change in

any long-term walking test, with 1 of these reporting a statistically

significant finding and the meta-analysis showing a moderate

effect of RT on long walking test performance (ES=0.36 [95% CI,

�0.35 to 1.08], P=.11, I2=48%) (see fig 4). Long walk ES was

positively associated with RT intervention duration (weeks:

slope=0.07, r2=0.87, P=.025; number of sessions: slope=0.07,

r2=0.87, P=.025).
Performance on functional mobility tests

Only 1 of the AT studies51 investigated effects on the performance

of a functional mobility test and reported a statistically significant

change between groups.

Five27,28,55,56,59 of the RT studies investigated the performance

on a functional mobility test between groups, with 2 of these

changes27,55 being reported as statistically significant.
Fig 5 Meta-analysis of the effect of aerobic training and resistance traini

Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Aarhus University
For personal use only. No other uses without permission. C
Because the aim of this present review was to evaluate differ-

ences between modalities, we were not able to conduct a meta-

analysis on this outcome.
Self-reported walking performance

Two of the AT studies48,51 reported a between group change in

self-reported walking performance (both 12-item Multiple Sclero-

sis Walking Scale [MSWS-12]), with 1 of these51 reported as sta-

tistically significant. The meta-analysis of AT on self-reported

walking performance showed a negligible effect (ES=�0.04 [95%

CI, �2.34 to 2.2], P=.82, I2=0%) (fig 5).

Of the RT studies, 2 studies27,56 reported a between-group

change in self-reported walking performance (both MSWS-12),

with 1 of these27 reported as statistically significant. The meta-

analysis of RT on self-reported walking performance showed a

negligible effect (ES=0.07 [95% CI, �5.20 to 5.33], P=.88,

I2=66%) (see fig 5).
Perceptions of fatigue

Nine of the 14 AT studies26,42-44,46,50-53 reported a between-group

change in any measure of perceived fatigue, with 4 being
ng on self-reported walking ability. SMD, standardized mean difference.
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Fig 6 Meta-analysis of the effect of aerobic training and resistance training on the perceptions of fatigue. SMD, standardized mean difference.
aES as an average of the Fatigue Severity Scale, Modified Fatigue Impact Scale, and CIS20r: Checklist Individual Strength.

Exercise modalities in multiple sclerosis 2043
reported26,42-44 as statistically significant. The meta-analysis

showed a large effect of AT on perceptions of fatigue (ES=�0.61

[95% CI, �1.10 to �0.11], P=.005, I2=58%) (fig 6). Improve-

ments in perceived fatigue ES was not positively associated with

AT intervention duration (weeks: slope=�0.05, r2=0.00, P=0.85;

number of sessions: slope=0.03, r2=0.31, P=.052).

Of the RT studies, 3 studies54,56,60 reported a between-group

change in any measurement of perceived fatigue, with all of these

changes being reported as statistically significant. The meta-analy-

sis of RT on perceived fatigue showed a moderate effect

(ES=�0.41 [95% CI, �0.80 to �0.02], P<.001, I2=0%) (see

fig 6). Improvement in perceived fatigue ES was not positively

associated with RT intervention duration (weeks: slope=0.10,

r2=0.38, P=.63; number of sessions: slope=0.05, r2=0.38, P=.63).
Comparison between modalities

Although both interventions were shown to elicit adaptations in

favor of exercise, we were not able to detect differences in any

outcomes between the 2 different exercise modalities as evidenced

by the comparable ESs and overlapping CIs.
Discussion

Based on our findings, AT and RT present themselves as broadly

equivalent modalities in terms of improving lower extremity phys-

ical function (walking performance) and reducing perceived

fatigue, with meta-analyses revealing moderate-large ESs. Of

note, only 14 of 23 studies reported physiological adaptations,

thereby limiting the in-depth understanding of the potential mech-

anistic effect(s) leading to an improvement in physical function

(ie, the translational potential).
Physiological adaptations

Although only 7 of 14 AT studies26,44-46,48,49,51 reported a

between-group change in aerobic capacity, the observed large ES
www.archives-pmr.org
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(ES=0.88 [95% CI, 0.25-1.50]) of AT on aerobic capacity corrob-

orates findings of a previous review65 (ES=0.63 [95% CI, 0.00-

1.26]) using broader inclusion criteria (eg, by including small pilot

studies). Altogether, these provide clear evidence underlining AT

as a highly effective intervention targeting the cardiovascular sys-

tem in PwMS.

The observed large ES of RT studies on lower extremity mus-

cle strength (ES=0.86 [95% CI, 0.02-1.70]) corroborate findings

by Jørgensen et al,66 who in a systematic review and meta-analysis

including isokinetic dynamometry−determined muscle strength,

reported an ES of 0.45 (95% CI, 0.18-0.72) after RT.

Overall, the physiological adaptations observed by the present

systematic review verify that AT and RT interventions overall

work as intended, thereby establishing the potential for a transla-

tion into improvements in mobility aspects of lower extremity

physical function along with reduction in perceived fatigue.
Physical function: walking tests

The identified AT studies predominantly focused on the longer

walk tests, with only 3 studies42,48,51 investigating the effect on

the short walk tests. Despite the moderate ES on the short walk

test (ES=0.33 [95% CI, �1.49 to 2.06]; data presented as walking

speed) observed in the present systematic review, CIs indicate a

high degree of uncertainty. This corroborates the findings of Pear-

son et al,19 who reported ES=�1.96 (95% CI, �2.67 to �1.25)

(data presented as walking time). Of note, both findings are based

on very few studies (3 in the present systematic review and 2 in

the study by Pearson et al) and should therefore be interpreted cau-

tiously. Participants in 2 of the 3 identified studies in the present

review were relatively high functioning at baseline, based on their

short walk test performance and low EDSS,48,51 potentially leav-

ing little room for improvement (because of a ceiling effect).

More studies are needed to establish a robust insight into the

effects of AT on short walk tests, ideally by involving PwMS who

are ambulatory across a wider range of disability levels, especially

in severely disabled PwMS having substantial walking limitations.
ity from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on July 18, 2022. 
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2044 L. Taul-Madsen et al
Of the 7 studies25,42,43,47-49,51 investigating the effect of AT on

the long walk tests, 3 of these25,42,47 had a large ES. Yet, the

meta-analysis showed an overall moderate ES of AT on this out-

come (ES=0.37 [95% CI, �0.04 to 0.78]), which appeared quite

certain based on CIs. As for the 2 aforementioned studies involv-

ing relatively high functioning participants at baseline,48,51 their

long walk test performance was also quite high (6MWT>575m),

again potentially leaving little room for improvement. After 12

weeks of AT, an ES of �0.14 (95% CI, �0.62 to 0.34) was

observed on the 6MWT in the study by Baquet et al,48 whereas an

ES of 0.33 (�0.34; 1.01) was observed in the study of Feys et al.51

Interestingly, participants in the study by Feys51 performed spe-

cific walking/running exercises that may have been more benefi-

cial for performance on the long walk test (moderate ES=0.33)

than the short walk test (negligible ES=0.00). Another study

whose intervention involved specific walking exercises was

Dettmers et al,25 who on maximal walking distance observed a

moderate ES of 0.47 (95% CI, �0.25 to 1.22).

Of the 5 studies27,28,55-57 investigating the effect of RT on short

walk test performance, 3 studies28,55,57 detected a moderate ES

corresponding to the ES of the meta-analysis (ES=0.27 [95% CI,

0.07-0.47]).

Previously, the effect of RT on the performance on a short

walk test has been summarized in a review67 and in a meta-analy-

sis based on only 1 study.19 However, to our knowledge, this is

the first systematic review to perform a meta-analysis on RT stud-

ies alone, examining the effects on short walk tests (and walking

performance in general).

On the long walk test, 4 RT studies27,28,54,56 were included in

the meta-analysis that showed a moderate ES (ES=0.36 [95% CI,

�0.35-1.08]), with CIs displaying some degree of uncertainty.

These variable results are in line with previous reports.67 Of note,

Kjølhede et al27 was the only study showing a large beneficial

effect of RT on long walk test performance, ES=1.07 (95% CI,

0.34-1.86). Potentially, this is because of the length of the inter-

vention (24 weeks) compared with the shorter interventions in the

other studies (10 weeks54,56 and 12 weeks28). This was supported

by our weighted (moderator) regression analysis, showing a posi-

tive association between intervention duration (weeks and number

of sessions) and ES.

Only a few studies investigated the effect of AT48,51 or RT27,56

on self-reported walking performance. Based on the 2 identified

studies in each modality, meta-analyses showed a negligible effect

on MSWS-12 (AT, ES=�0.04 and RT, ES=0.07), despite both

modalities being effective on all objective walking outcomes.

Because these results are sparse and somewhat inconclusive, they

should be interpreted cautiously. Speculatively, they may indicate

that adaptations in objectively measured outcomes precede self-

reported outcomes, which is somehow contradictory to what has

been shown previously,68 and/or that adaptations in self-reported

outcomes are limited because of a potential ceiling effect.
Physical function: functional measurements

Although walking performance is an essential aspect of lower

extremity physical function, our sparse and inconclusive findings

reveal an existing knowledge gap in terms of how the 2 exercise

modalities (AT in particular) might affect other measures such as

chair rise, 6-spot step test, and stair negotiation. This is problem-

atic because complex walking tests, such as the 6-spot step test,69

along with highly physically demanding walking tests, such as

stair negotiation,70 have the potential to give a more in-depth
Downloaded for Anonymous User (n/a) at Aarhus University
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picture of patients walking ability. Such tests incorporate not only

acceleration and endurance but also other components such as

coordination and balance, which are recognized as being impor-

tant for general physical function. Hence, future AT as well as RT

studies should incorporate such complex functional tests in their

test battery.
Fatigue measurements

Nine studies26,42-44,46,50-53 investigated the effect of AT on per-

ceived fatigue. In the majority of these a moderate-large

ES26,42,44,46,53 was observed, with an overall large ES as deter-

mined by our meta-analysis (ES=�0.61 [95% CI, �1.10 to

�0.11]). This adds further weight to findings of previous system-

atic reviews (including a Cochrane review) in this area,17,71 with

the combined evidence indicating that AT is effective in reducing

perceived fatigue.

In this present systematic review and meta-analysis, only 3

studies54,56,60 investigated the effect of RT on perceived fatigue.

Hence, although remaining cautious in our interpretation, data

indicate a moderate and beneficial effect of RT on perceptions of

fatigue (ES=�0.41 [95% CI, �0.80 to �0.02]). This provides fur-

ther evidence for already existing guidelines.16
Comparison between modalities

We did not detect any apparent differences in the magnitude of

effect on physiological adaptations in the 2 exercise modalities.

Many components such as duration, frequency, and intensity

should be taken into account when comparing the 2 modalities.

The average frequency and duration was somewhat comparable

between the 2 exercise modalities (AT: 3 d/wk £ 11wk [range, 3-

26wk], 28 sessions [range, 9-48 sessions]; RT: 2 d/wk £ 11wk

[range, 8-24wk], 25 sessions [range, 15-48 sessions]), along with

the intensity being moderate to high in both AT and RT. A plausi-

ble explanation for the lack of association between intervention

duration (weeks and number of sessions) and meta-analysis ES is

that the majority of interventions had durations of 8-12 weeks

involving 16-24 sessions. The only exceptions showing positive

associations were for RT on muscle strength and long walk test,

respectively, although likely driven by 1 study only27 having a

much longer intervention duration (24wk, 48 sessions) than the

remaining RT studies. Unfortunately the quantity and quality of

the reported exercise intensity data (missing information, use of

divergent scales of exercise intensity) did not allow us to examine

the associations between exercise intensity and meta-analysis ES

within each modality. Because factors such as duration, frequency,

and intensity are crucial for the extent of adaptations,39 further

studies seem warranted to help advance our understanding of any

potential dose-response association between general exercise

parameters (eg, duration, frequency, intensity) and physiological

as well as functional adaptations in PwMS.

To our knowledge, only 1 pilot study72 has previously per-

formed a head-to-head comparison of the 2 modalities, finding no

difference in either lower extremity physical function as measured

by the 6MWT and the timed Up and Go or in perceived fatigue

measured by the Modified Fatigue Index Scale. However, only 19

participants finished this crossover study having an 8-week wash-

out period. Adaptations from exercise interventions may last as

long as 12 weeks24 or 24 weeks27; hence, one must be cautious

when interpreting results from this pilot study.72
www.archives-pmr.org
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Exercise modalities in multiple sclerosis 2045
With resemblance to the observations in physiological adap-

tions, no difference was observed in the magnitude of change on

short or long walking tests with AT or RT. All meta-analyses on

the walking tests had comparable moderate ES, although data,

based on CIs, appeared most robust for short walk with RT and for

long walk with AT, respectively. Although this is likely influenced

by the number of studies for each meta-analysis, it may also be

because of physiological adaptations that are intuitively associated

with certain aspects of walking (AT: increment in aerobic capacity

associated with walking endurance; RT: increment in muscle

strength associated with walking acceleration).73 Although the

present findings are aligned with previously reported findings in

systematic reviews and meta-analyses,18,19 these were based on a

limited number of RCT studies (because the search was performed

March 2014)19 or a combination of RCT and non-RCT studies,

different exercise modalities, and different measures of walking

performance (self-reported as well as clinician-rated short and

long walking performance).18 The novel approach of the present

systematic review, apart from updating existing evidence, was to

include RCTs only, clearly separate study findings across the 2

most common exercise modalities, and uphold a clear distinction

between the selected walking performance outcome measures.

Both modalities were found to be effective in terms of reducing

perceived fatigue, with a large ES observed for AT and a moderate

ES for RT. Although Andreasen et al74 in their systematic review

previously reported RT to be slightly more effective than AT in

terms of reducing perceived fatigue, Heine et al17 in their

Cochrane systematic review and meta-analysis reported the oppo-

site (applying a broader definition of exercise modalities). In con-

text of the 2 exercise modalities and their effect on perceived

fatigue, Rooney et al75 performed a systematic review and meta-

analysis and found a strong association between aerobic capacity

and perceived fatigue (r=�0.47 [95% CI, �0.64 to �0.25]) but

only a moderate association between muscle strength and per-

ceived fatigue (r=�0.22 [95% CI, �0.40 to �0.03]).
Translational or parallel improvements?

Assessment of physiological adaptations are important because of

2 aspects. First, it is a simple way of validating exercise efficacy

because effects on these basic primary (sensitive) physiological

targets are expected (ie, AT expectedly improves aerobic capacity,

whereas RT expectedly improves muscle strength). Second, physi-

ological adaptations may be a prerequisite for improvements in

physical function, thereby having a translational effect. Interest-

ingly, the findings from the present systematic review and meta-

analysis suggest that improvements in lower extremity physical

function can be achieved via different physiological pathways (ie,

cardiovascular system, neuromuscular system). At least we

observed parallel improvements in physiological adaptions and in

physical function. However, because only a limited number of

studies reported parallel data of both physiological parameters and

physical function of the same outcome (see table 3) and because

even fewer studies report associations between changes in these

outcomes, we were unable to perform any analysis of association.

A small number of studies have reported data supporting an exer-

cise-induced translational link, ie, between improvements in mus-

cle strength and Fatigue Severity Scale60; aerobic capacity and

Fatigue Severity Scale45; and muscle strength and timed 25-foot

walk, 2-minute walk test, 5 repetition sit-to-stand, and stair

climb.27 This is nevertheless challenged by the fact that lower

extremity physical function relies on different physiological
www.archives-pmr.org
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systems, and adaptations in just 1 system may elicit little transla-

tional response. Also, in high functioning PwMS the ceiling effect

of many commonly used walking measures may mean that

changes in performance are not detectable. Nevertheless, physio-

logical adaptations can still be achieved, building physiological

reserve capacity as well as improving general health, thereby

potentially postponing the onset of future physical functional limi-

tations. To advance our understanding of any translational link,

more studies examining the association between exercise-induced

physiological adaptations and measures of physical function are

required in PwMS across the entire disability span. This could

also help elucidate why some PwMS have a positive effect of an

exercise intervention whereas others do not (ie, responders vs non-

responders).
Clinical and research implications

The present study findings emphasize the importance of providing

structured intensive AT and/or RT when aiming to improve lower

extremity physical function (along with physiological adapta-

tions). Although many different exercise modalities exist, AT and

RT have consistently been shown to be among the most effective

in terms of positively affecting numerous different domains.22

Because the 2 modalities proved somewhat comparable (based on

magnitude of ESs), it implies that clinicians could use either

modality to target impairments in lower extremity physical func-

tion; we suggest patient preference be central to this decision to

optimize the likelihood of them sustaining exercise long-term.

The inconsistency in reporting across studies emphasize the need

for using a “core battery” of physical function tests, as previously

proposed.76 This would enable comparability of findings across

studies and facilitate generation of more robust evidence, which is

essential for clinicians’ decision making. Moreover, exercise stud-

ies should report data for the physiological outcomes they are tar-

geting. This would advance our understanding of potential

translational links between physiology and function. Finally,

future studies should compare the modalities directly by perform-

ing a head-to-head study to establish whether differences in out-

comes exist.
Study limitations

The present systematic review and meta-analyses provides a

detailed and comprehensive overview of the RCTs investigating

the effect of AT and RT on lower extremity physical function and

perceived fatigue. However, some methodological considerations

deserve mentioning. First, the majority of identified studies

included patients with mild-moderate disease severity, making the

results applicable for this subgroup of patients only. Second, more

studies are needed to elucidate effects of AT and RT in PwMS

with higher levels of disability, including those who are nonambu-

latory (EDSS≥7.0), which is a problem that has been exposed pre-

viously.77 Third, this systematic review provides an overview of

existing studies evaluating the 2 modalities and hence is not able

to provide a direct comparison. To provide such information, a

well-considered head-to-head study of the 2 modalities, designed

to diminish the difference in intensity and volume, is needed.

Finally, our review focused on either solely AT or RT. As such,

we cannot comment on the effectiveness of interventions that

combine these 2 exercise modalities or use other exercise modali-

ties (eg, Pilates, yoga, balance).
ity from ClinicalKey.com by Elsevier on July 18, 2022. 
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Conclusions

Based on knowledge from existing RCTs, AT and RT appear com-

parable in improving lower extremity physical function (walking

performance in particular) and perceived fatigue. Although sub-

stantial physiological adaptations were observed, conclusions

about the underlying mechanisms for the improvement are yet to

be determined. Future studies should adapt a “core battery” of

physical function tests to facilitate a detailed comparison of results

across exercise modalities. This will enable evidence-based treat-

ment selection according to the defined purpose of training.
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